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The Status of 312
Gary McClure

As we have advised you through
correspondence posted on our website
at www.ocdsa.com, there has been
a set back in our 312 eligibility
hearings. We share the concern of
the membership in these regards.
We have filed a motion requesting
that Judge O’Connor reconsider his
order ruling that deputies assigned to
the courts, complex patrol and FOC
investigators are not 312 eligible and
canceling a number of our hearing
dates. The motion for reconsideration
is posted on our website along with
other related documents, specifically
the Association’s supplemental prehearing brief.
The recent ruling has not shaken the
Board’s resolve to bring the members
a fair contract, or to advocate on
behalf of all members. Predictably,
those that seek to create anxiety, strife
and division in our membership are
attempting to exploit the situation
in order to undermine the unity of
the membership and direction of
the Association. The Board truly
appreciates the support and unity
that a number of our members have

displayed.
There is a hearing presently set
for April 26th, 2007 at MERC for
oral argument on the issue of 312
eligibility for those deputies assigned
to corrections. This is subject to
change based upon the pending motion
for reconsideration and we will keep
you informed of any updates.
While the motion for reconsideration
and any further appeals are pending,
we will be back at the negotiating table
with the County and Sheriff’s Office in
an attempt to resolve some or all of the
remaining disputed issues. We have
contacted the assigned mediator Micki
Czerniak and requested that a number
of days be set for further negotiations.
If there is an opportunity to make
a fair contract without resort to
arbitration and lengthy litigation, we
are obligated to make all efforts to do
so.
This Board remains committed
to representing the best interest of
the membership and to equality
for all members regardless of work
assignment. We thank you for your
continued support.
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CHILDREN’S BENEVOLENT FUND
James Boomer - Secretary of the OCDSA

I would like to take a moment to
either introduce you to, or reacquaint
you with, the Oakland County
Deputy
Sheriffs
Association’s
Children’s Benevolent Fund. Since
its inception in 1997, the CBF has
administered monetary grants to a
variety of people in need. While the
specific circumstances vary greatly,
one aspect remains constant when a
grant is distributed; children must be
involved.
The CBF Board of Directors
is made up of OCDSA members who
volunteer their time and energy into
both fundraising for the cause and
into the administration of the fund
itself. Currently, the board consists
of president Mike Hall (dispatch,
afternoons), Jan Berg (Springfield,
days), Amy Smith (dispatch,
midnights), Tammy Ayer-Belian
(dispatch, midnights), Mark Weston
(Independence, midnights), Angie
Morrone (court services, days), and
myself (dispatch, midnights). The
board meets as needed to consider
grant requests and to strategize

fundraising activities.
The majority of the CBF’s
funding
comes
from
phone
solicitations. However, activities
such as a bowling tournament and
raffles held at the summer picnic
have garnered some money for
the cause.
Perhaps the largest
fundraising undertaking that the
CBF has engaged in is a line of
merchandise available for sale on
the web. A large selection of items
bearing the OCDSA logo have been
produced and are for sale, including
t-shirts, sweatshirts, pullovers,
fleece tops, caps, coolers, folding
chairs, mugs, cotton throws, teddy
bears, and gear bags. There is a
link to the merchandise website on
www.ocdsa.com. Suggestions for
new items are always welcome.
Recently, a hooded sweatshirt was
added to the product line-up as a
result of a request. Currently under
development is a line of merchandise
for OCDSA retirees.
The merchandise is also
going to be made available at union
sponsored functions, such as the
summer picnic and the Christmas

Please remember the brave men and
women who are serving in the armed
forces, particularly those who are on
leave from our department. Take the
time to drop them a line, send them
a card and let them know that you
appreciate their sacrifice and dedication.

Cpl. Wilson, S.M.
Charlie Comp 1st BN, 1st Ptl, 24th
MAR Unit 43595
FPO-AP96426-3595

Two of our own are serving in Iraq,
Deputies Christopher Cadotte and
Shawn Wilson. They can be mailed
letters at the following addresses:

If you are aware of any other
department members who are serving
in the military, please forward their
information to ocdsasecretary@
comcast.net.

Cadotte, Christopher
46th MP Co OPS
APO, AE 09390

party. Additionally, there are plans
to set up a booth at area events, such
as Dreamcruise and Arts, Beats and
Eats. If you have any ideas for the
merchandise line, please contact a
member of the board of directors.
Most importantly, if you
know of a child in need, please do not
hesitate to contact a member of the
board of directors. Law enforcement
personnel are uniquely positioned to
spot families in crisis first-hand.
Whether it is a family who has
been burned out of their home, or a
child smitten with illness, the CBF
stands ready to lend a hand. Please
remember, all requests for grant
consideration must be submitted in
writing, and must come to the board
of directors through a member of the
OCDSA.
On another note, please be certain
to periodically check our official
OCDSA website, www.ocdsa.com,
for issues of The Deputy, meeting
minutes, agendas and other items
of interest. If you do not have a
username and password, please
contact webmaster Jason Tucker,
and a new one will be given to you.

NOTES FROM RETIREMENT

Mike Edwin - Retired OCDSA Member
It is indeed an honor to be associated
with the OCDSA again as the Retiree
Representative. Many of you know
me as I had worked for the Sheriff’s
Office for almost 20 years before
retiring. When I looked at the
calendar I found that it had been six
years since I last wore the uniform!
In that time, there are many people
who I have not met and who don’t
know me, so I will give you a brief
bio of my time with the department.
In 1977, I started with the Sheriff’s
Office as the Crime Prevention
Coordinator. A year and a half later
I was transferred to the Corrections
Division as a D1, and I was promoted
to D2 five years later. I worked in the
main jail, court services, and at the
trusty camp. After the union won the
right to have only Corrections people
sent to the Road, I (along with six
others) were forced to the Road. That
might sound funny to many people
now that you would be forced to the
Road, but back then most of us were
very happy working in Corrections.
We made more money and rarely got
wet or cold!
The Sheriff was attempting to make
a point about the loss of his ability to
hire people and put them directly
out to the Road, while many people
inside had their desire to go to the
Road disregarded. So the seven of
us went out and did the job, therefore
reinforcing the union’s position that

Corrections people could and would
perform Protective Services jobs, as
well. This sounds funny now, but
back then there were very few people
with Corrections experience working
the Road. Some of the original seven
transferred back into Corrections,
I did not. I worked in Springfield
Township for a couple of years, and
then went into the Traffic Division.
After a few years there, I went to
Rochester Hills as their weighmaster,
working there for almost six years
before being transferred into the
Warrants Division for six days before
being injured and forced to retire.
While in Corrections, I had the
privilege of following Chuck Snarey
as the Secretary of the union, and
served as such for six years. During
that time we went to arbitration
and won a stunning award. I won’t
bother you with the details, but you
are free to go back and look it up.
Just a note; all of us were frustrated
and upset at the length of time it
took to get through arbitration (and
the subsequent appeal), but working
for a county like Oakland County,
which has a long history of anti-labor
attitudes, it was no surprise. Now
you know who I am, and I will not
mention anything more about labor
issues as it is not my responsibility,
nor is it proper as a retiree who is no
longer a part of the bargaining unit,
to make comments.

What I will speak about is the
important assignment that your
Executive Board has given to me.
I see my position as a bridge from
the active duty officer to the retired
officer. I think it is an opportunity to
keep the connections and friendships
that have been made over many years
solid and secure. “Gone but not
forgotten” is an important concept
to remember in the career of law
enforcement. The men and women
who have retired have a wealth of
knowledge and experience that is
worth keeping around. What I hope
to do is to create some social activities
that will keep the friendships and
camaraderie alive and well.
It will be my hope that I can keep
all of the retirees aware of upcoming
retirements and other points of
interest through the retiree’s website
that has been created by Joe Duke, and
to keep active members aware of any
news about retired members. I hope
to keep the lines of communication
open between those now doing the
job and those who spent their careers
doing the job.
Please feel free to contact
me either at my e-mail address
depedwin@aol.com, or call me
at 248-693-4052. I look forward
to working with my old and new
friends.

A Tribute to Dispatchers: National Public Safety Telecommunicator’s
Week - April 8-14, 2007
Since the official Congressional
enactment of National Public Safety
Telecommunicator’s Week in 1991,
the second full week of April has been
set aside to recognize the important
role that public safety dispatchers
play in the law enforcement effort.
The week of observance was first
developed in 1981 by dispatcher
Patricia Anderson, of California’s
Contra Costa County Sheriff’s
Office. For the first three years, only
Patricia’s agency celebrated the week.
This changed once the Association
of Public-Safety Communications
Officials (APCO) caught wind of the
idea, carrying it to Virginia and North
Carolina in the mid 1980’s.
By the early 1990’s, APCO
spearheaded an effort to convince
Congress to recognize the need for a
formal proclamation. Representative
Edward J. Markey (D-Mass)
introduced what became known as
H.J. Res. 284, which created National
Public Safety Telecommunicator’s
Week. The resolution stated that there
were 500,000 telecommunications
specialists affected by the week of
recognition, but more conservative
estimates put the number at 200,000.
Many people, including police
officers, firefighters, corrections
officers, and paramedics, do not
understand the complexity of
the work performed by dispatch
specialists, as our department calls
its dispatchers. Most people have an
oversimplified view of dispatchers as
only answering the phone and talking
on the radio. While this may have
been true years ago, it is no longer an
accurate representation of the critical
tasks dispatchers perform each and

every day. Public safety dispatching
has become a profession; one that
requires computer proficiency on
a grand scale, the maintaining of
multiple certifications, as well as the
ability to gather and deliver critical
information in a time of extreme
need. It may surprise many to
know that there is actually a college
degree offered in Public Safety
Communications!
During National Public Safety
Telecommunicator’s Week, take a
moment to reflect upon the role of
the dispatch specialist in the delivery
of public safety services. If you can,
drop by dispatch and meet some of
the voices on the radio. You may
even want to arrange a sit-along in
dispatch some Wednesday. This will
go along way towards understanding
what dispatchers do, and what they
can do for you!
VISIT US ON THE WEB!
www.ocdsa.com

Notice: The sole purpose of
this newsletter is to serve the
members of the Oakland County
Deputy Sheriff’s Association.
All articles submitted are subject to editing for length and
content. The views expressed in
the editorials are not necessarily
those of the O.C.D.S.A.

UNITED WE
STAND

CERTIFICATION AND DEPUTIZATION

Dave Curtis - OCDSA Treasurer

You will find this newsletter article is
a little different from my past submissions. I have intentionally paid complete attention to my treasurer duties
and have left the contract/312 strategies and negotiations to our Contract
Negotiations Committee (McClure,
Peters, Grandison, Rowbothom,
Webb, and Engeldardt). Some have
said that I was riding the fence by doing this. I believed and still do that
it was my way of having confidence
in my fellow board members and our
legal council. Most of you have heard
of or you may have read of the ruling
from our 312 Law Judge regarding
the late filing of our brief on behalf of
the Circuit Court, Crime Lab, Complex Patrol, and FOC Deputies.
A few days after the missed filing
deadline I discussed firing the attorneys in a brief phone conversation
with McClure. When I learned about
this I felt I must get involved.We were
scheduled for an Executive Board
meeting on April 10th. Due to a few
Executive Board members being ill or
out of town it was canceled and was
re-scheduled for Tue. April 17th. The
Executive Board members that were
available attended an informal meeting to clear up some rumors that we
had heard. I also made public and
requested it’s posting on the April
Agenda, that I was seeking the termination of Webb and Engelhardt’s
legal services. I informed the Executive Board members that were present
that I would not be paying any current
or future legal invoices to either Webb
or Englehardt until after hearing from
the membership at the general membership meeting April 24th. This
decision wasn’t an easy one for me
as I have, by means of working with
them, built a relationship with Roger

and Chad. This decision is purely
one of business and business only . I
know it will be a difficult one for the
rest of the board to consider as they
have worked with the two attorneys
on a much more regular basis than I.
I view missing a filing deadline
of this importance as a form of legal
malpractice. To me this is an inexcusable act that no fine nor apology could
fix. I was told by one of our board
members that terminating our attorneys at this time would be detrimental. He likened it to switching a General in the middle of a military battle,
this may be true, I don’t know. The
last thing that I want to do is make it
harder for us to get a great contact.
With this said the only course of
action I can see, if we terminate our
current attorneys, is to start the immediate process of interviewing new
labor attorneys to pick up and restart
our 312 arbitration fight where we left
off.
While I attended my two hour jail
training the other night I was pleasantly surprised at the attitudes of
many of the Deputies. I had an opportunity to speak to some whom I
had never met before. Everyone was
very positive, professional, and spoke
of the confidence in the current board
to bring them a great contract. Before
I attended this training I had heard
different “rumors” on how the road
deputies were going to be received
when they attended this mandatory
training. I wanted to let everyone
know that those “rumors” were false.
I did receive a couple of the same
questions from Deputies that I have
taken the time to research and hopefully, to the best of my knowledge
can answer for you. The first was the
worry those that are certified would

lose there certification if 312 was lost
for corrections. The second was that
the County would make everyone in
corrections a civilian if 312 was lost.
What I do know is that both of
these conditions (certification & deputizaton) solely remain the Sheriff’s
choice. Let me explain, certification
is controlled by the Michigan Coalition of Law Enforcement Standards
(MCOLES).
MCOLES requirements to hold certification is: “Employment by a police agency and to
have full arrest powers through that
employment”. So it comes down to
the Sheriff’s choice to Deputize and
give arrest powers to his Officers.The
power to Deputize is afforded to the
Sheriff from the Michigan Constitution. In 1988-1989 Sheriff Nichols
through negotiations with the County
and OCDSA, Deputized all his Service Agents to Special Deputies. The
Sheriff and only the Sheriff had the
power to do that although it was a
tri-party agreement. So with all that
said my best answer is that the Sheriff
has the undeniable and unarbitratible
power to Deputize. Maintaining ones
MCOLES certification depends on
that deputization. The county can not
come in and de-deputize anyone, this
is a Sheriff’s sole decision. I hope
this helps clear those issues up.
REMINDER: Our summer picnic
is Saturday, July 21st at Groveland
Oaks County Park. Entrance into the
park and all it’s amenities are free.
OCDSA also provides kids games,
raffling of great prizes, a catered
BBQ, refreshments, and CBF goods
on display for sale. Camping available for the weekend for a campsite
fee. Anyone wishing to help out can
contact me directly.
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Hope to see you there!
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